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Chapter 2911: face exploded 

 “100 billion? Xuanyuan guanghong! Was your head kicked by a donkey? The average price of a mid-

stage seven-star earth-god instrument was 30 billion, so two of them would be 60 billion! Are you really 

going to spend 100 billion to fight me?” 

Ao Hanxiao was shocked. He had thought that victory was within his grasp, but he had never expected 

Xuanyuan guanghong to step in and support Xuanyuan Mingjue! 

As the third core elder of the Xuanyuan family, Xuanyuan guanghong had the right to use half of the 

family’s cash reserves during special times! 

Since Xuanyuan guanghong had said 100 billion, it meant that Xuanyuan noble could only raise the price 

to 100 billion! 

However, it was not worth it to buy two mid-stage seven-star earth-god instruments with 100 billion 

upper spiritual stones! 

No matter how much the Dragon Emperor ao hengkong loved ao Hanxiao, he would never allow ao 

Hanxiao to spend over a hundred billion spirit stones! 

That was why ao Hanxiao was starting to get anxious. 

“Whether this old man’s head was kicked by a donkey or not, it’s not up to you to tell me what to do!” 

Xuanyuan guanghong’s eyes narrowed, and he said solemnly,”I just told you that this is the imperial 

capital of Xuanyuan! You’re going to embarrass the Xuanyuan family right here! Absolute! No! But! Yes, I 

can!” 

I … ao Hanxiao was stunned. She was sweating. 

Ao Hanxiao had indeed gotten carried away earlier. Not only had he ridiculed the Xuanyuan family’s 

disciples, but he had also looked down on Xuanyuan guanghong! Where would the Xuanyuan family put 

their face? 

This was why ao Hanxiao had angered Xuanyuan guanghong! 

As the saying goes,’not steam mantou, but strive for pride’! 

If he did not anger Xuanyuan guanghong, ao Hanxiao would probably be able to buy the saber for 70 

billion. 

But now, Xuanyuan guanghong was furious. He had thrown out 100 billion to slap ao Hanxiao in the 

face! 

The Xuanyuan family was the third most powerful force in the earth-god Realm, second only to the 

Tianji city and the Jade Palace. At the same time, they also had the annual dividends from the 

Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce! 
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In terms of cash reserves, the Xuanyuan family’s was definitely no less than the Dragon God Palace’s! It 

might be around 250 billion upper spiritual stones! 

In terms of wealth, the Xuanyuan family far surpassed the Dragon God Palace! The vast amount of 

resources, magical equipment, residences, shops, and industries could be worth tens of trillions or even 

hundreds of trillions! 

Cash reserves did not equal all of his wealth! 

Cash was meant to be spent! He could earn more if he spent it all! 

However, if he missed out on the saber, he would never be able to buy it back! 

The main point was that if he lost all his face, he would probably need to use a thousand times more 

strength to redeem it! 

Because of this, even if they used 70 billion to buy the saber and an extra 30 billion to buy some dignity, 

it was still worth it! 

At most, he would earn more money and spend less in the future. After a period of time, his cash 

reserves would slowly recover! 

To put it bluntly, this was not a big deal at all! Xuanyuan guanghong didn’t even blink! 

“I bid 80 billion!” 

With 100 billion upper spiritual stones, noble Xuanyuan immediately activated his nouveau riche Halo 

and raised the bid by 10 billion upper spiritual stones! 

this … ao Hanxiao’s expression froze, and she froze on the spot. 

This wave of bidding was a full 10 billion! Not a hundred! 

One should know that the average price of a mid-stage seven-star earth-god instrument was 30 billion. 

Two of them would be 60 billion! 

Although almost no one would sell an earth-god instrument of this level, 70 billion was not a low price! 

However, noble Xuanyuan had raised the price by 10 billion without even blinking! 

“Ao Hanxiao! Why aren’t you making any sound? Weren’t you very arrogant just now?” 

Xuanyuan Mingjue laughed proudly,”it seems that your Dragon God Palace is just so-so!” In front of the 

Xuanyuan family, you can only obediently lower your head and admit defeat!” 

Without a doubt, Duke Xuanyuan was using 70 billion to buy the saber. The remaining 10 billion was to 

slap the Dragon God Palace’s face and help the Xuanyuan family gain face! 

After all, the Xuanyuan family wasn’t just a family. They were the rulers of the 30000 countries in the 

10000 territories! 

If the Xuanyuan family were to lose face, the emperors and respectable Kings below would also lose 

face! 



The main point was that the followers would think that the Xuanyuan family was useless. In the worst 

case, their faith might collapse and they would no longer believe in the Xuanyuan family! 

As the saying goes, whoever wins the hearts of the people will win the World! 

The extra 10 billion could buy a trillion people’s hearts. This deal was a huge profit! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had used a money-burning method to quickly win over the hearts of the people in 

the firecloud territory! 

Not only was it tax free, but Chen Xiaobei also did not take most of the wealth and resources seized in 

the firecloud domain with him. He left them to maintain and develop the firecloud domain! 

The wealth and resources that Chen Xiaobei had invested into the firecloud domain added up to more 

than 10 billion! 

From the looks of it, not only was Xuanyuan guanghong not kicked in the head by a donkey, but he had 

also come up with a good plan! 

A forceful retaliation against the Dragon God would make the great emperors and respectable Kings 

under the Xuanyuan family more loyal! To make the trillion believers even more devout! It could even 

turn ordinary passers-by into believers! 

Even if there was an extra 30 billion in the end, it was definitely not a loss! 

“90 … 90 billion …” 

Ao Hanxiao was already extremely nervous, her face alternating between red and green. She did not 

want to admit defeat, but she was also afraid that ao would break her legs when she returned. She was 

in a dilemma! 

Noble Xuanyuan’s eyes focused on the auction stage. 

Xuanyuan guanghong nodded, signaling him to go ahead. 

Since he had made up his mind to gain face, he had to be strong enough! It was domineering! He 

definitely couldn’t be coy and petty! 

This way, he could earn enough face! 

“I bid 100 billion!” Noble Xuanyuan held his head high. Another 10 billion was simply too much! 

this … This … This … ao Hanxiao sucked in a breath of cold air. She was like a deflated balloon, 

completely listless. 

“Ao Hanxiao! What’s wrong with you?” 

Noble Xuanyuan smiled triumphantly and said, ” “It’s not that I want to act tough, but even if the Dragon 

Emperor ao tiankong comes, he will still have to admit defeat today! Because this is the imperial capital 

of Xuanyuan!” 

In most people’s eyes, noble Xuanyuan’s words were extremely domineering! He was so handsome! 



As long as this matter spread, all the followers and commoners below would be extremely shocked! 

They would all look at Xuanyuan noble in a new light! They would be even more reverent and devoted 

to the Xuanyuan family! 

Even if the Xuanyuan family offered 30 billion more, it would still be worth it! 

I … I lost … ao Hanxiao’s face turned black as if she had lost her soul. 

Under the gazes of countless people, ao Hanxiao’s face was burning hot, as if it had been slapped by an 

invisible hand! 

Ao Hanxiao was not the only one who had been slapped in the face! Even the entire Dragon God Palace 

had been slapped in the face! He had lost all his face! 

“You little brat! What are you laughing at?” 

Ao Hanxiao glared at Chen Xiaobei and shouted, ” “The auction is over. It’s time to settle our bet!” 

“That’s right! It’s time to settle the accounts!” Chen Xiaobei’s lips curled up into a devilish smile! 
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2912 Who won and who lost? 

Chen Xiaobei had made a bet with ao Hanxiao that they would compete in wealth after the auction 

ended! The loser must lose his head to the winner! 

Ao Hanxiao had deliberately raised her voice to attract everyone’s attention! 

Obviously, ao Hanxiao wanted everyone to be his witness so that Chen Xiaobei would not have a chance 

to deny it! She held back all her anger and wanted to vent it all on Chen Xiaobei! 

“Xuanyuan guanghong! Hurry up and announce it! What are you waiting for?” Ao Hanxiao urged 

impatiently. 

“Of course I’m going to announce it!” 

Xuanyuan guanghong was also very loud, and he even emphasized the key words.”Since ao Hanxiao has 

admitted it! He lost! In that case, this old man shall announce that this pair of demonic sabers will go to 

noble Xuanyuan for the price of 100 billion upper spiritual stones!” 

“Alright! The auction has officially ended!” Ao Hanxiao stood up, channeled his ethereal force, and 

approached Chen Xiaobei. 

Without a doubt, ao Hanxiao had lost all his sense of urgency. He was both embarrassed and furious! He 

would not let Chen Xiaobei go. He would cut off Chen Xiaobei’s brain and use it as a football! 

“Ao Hanxiao! Stop right there!” Immortal dugu zang furrowed his brows and shouted angrily. 

“Immortal dugu zang! There were so many witnesses at the gambling house just now! If you dare to 

stop me, you’re blaspheming the ancestor Dragon!” 
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Ao Hanxiao’s blood was boiling, and no one could persuade him otherwise. He gritted his teeth and said, 

” “You’re a demon yourself. You should know what the ancestral Dragon of the wilderness means to our 

Dragon God Palace! Could it be that you want to have a decisive battle with the Dragon God Palace?” 

this … immortal dugu zang was speechless. 

Not to mention that nine nether platform was about to start a war with heavenly Yin Hall, even without 

heavenly Yin Hall, nine nether platform was no match for Dragon God Palace! 

Unless dugu zang Xian was a fool, he would never fall out with Dragon God Palace at this time! 

Seeing dugu zang remain silent, ao Hanxiao’s arrogance grew even more rampant, and the killing intent 

he exuded almost materialized! 

Naturally, qing bao and han Zicheng could not say much. Although they were anxious, they could only be 

anxious. 

Qiu Ling ‘er was a member of the Dragon God Palace, and she had some grudges with the Dragon God 

Palace, so it was not appropriate for her to show up at this time. 

To everyone’s surprise, Xiao moxue, who had always disliked Chen Xiaobei, stood up and said in a deep 

voice, ” “Ao Hanxiao! I advise you to be rational! Leave a line in life, and we’ll meet in the future!” 

“Leave a lifeline? Keep your sister!” 

Ao Hanxiao gritted his teeth and barked, ” “In order to please you, Buxi and Noble Xuanyuan fell out 

with each other, but you still have to defend Chen Zhufeng! What was so good about this little bastard? 

In what way can you compare to me?” 

“Ao Hanxiao! Don’t be so unreasonable!” “Although I don’t like you, I have no grudges against you!” 

Xiao moxue said seriously. I advise you to give up on the bet, otherwise, you’ll regret it!” 

“Regret? Are you crazy?” 

“The more you want to protect this little bastard, the more I want to kill him!” Ao Hanxiao said coldly. 

Get lost! Otherwise, I’ll get elder Sha to deal with you!” 

“You will regret this!” Xiao moxue’s pretty face turned cold as she sat back in her seat. She was too lazy 

to even look at ao Hanxiao. 

“Little bastard! Accept your death!” Ao Hanxiao bellowed, preparing to deliver a fatal blow. 

“Wait a moment!” 

Chen Xiaobei, who had been silent the whole time, finally spoke, ” “The bet is over, but the winner and 

loser have to be clearly stated!” 

“Hmph!” “Hmph!” Ao Hanxiao snorted coldly and said angrily,”you want to compete with my Dragon 

God Palace in terms of cash reserves?!” What the hell do you have to compete with? What do I need to 

make clear?” 



Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “I want you to tell me clearly, how much cash does your 

Dragon God Palace have in reserve? Give me a specific number! Think carefully before you speak. After 

you’re done, don’t add anything else!” 

“What are you talking about?” 

“The Dragon God Palace’s cash reserves are as high as 200 billion upper spiritual stones!” Ao Hanxiao 

said disdainfully. This was something that most of the people present knew! I don’t even need to 

calculate the change, just 200 billion! If you can surpass me, I’ll admit defeat!” 

“You’re the one who said it!” you don’t mind making an oath to the ancestral Dragon, do you? ” Chen 

Xiaobei grinned. 

Ao Hanxiao did not hesitate and said, ” “I swear in the name of the ancestral Dragon Hong Huang! If 

Chen Zhufeng can take out 200 billion upper spiritual stones, I’ll lose! If he can’t, I’ll cut off his dog head 

and chop it into pieces!” 

“Good! I’m relieved to hear that!” Chen Xiaobei stood up and walked towards the auction stage. 

“What are you doing? Do you want to run?” Ao Hanxiao immediately chased after him. 

“Swish!” 

A blade-like water ethereal force appeared in ao Hanxiao’s hand! It was aimed at the back of Chen 

Xiaobei’s neck! 

Judging from the fluctuations of her true energy, ao Hanxiao’s cultivation base should be at the 

advanced stage of the five-star earth immortal realm! 

Chen Xiaobei’s master-protection puppet had already been destroyed during the battle with e Huo 

Yuntian. If this hand blade were to land on him, Chen Xiaobei would definitely die! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not react at all. He did not defend himself, nor did he Dodge. He just strolled 

casually towards the auction stage! 

“Be careful!” Dugu zang Xian, Xiao moxue, and the others couldn’t help but scream. 

“Go to hell! You little bastard!” Ao Hanxiao let out a furious roar and gathered all his strength, 

determined not to let Chen Xiaobei go! 

“Pa!!!” 

Suddenly, an explosion was heard right in ao Hanxiao’s face! 

It was a loud and clear slap! 

The force was so great that it far exceeded what ao Hanxiao’s body could withstand, and she was sent 

flying! 

“Pfft …” 



Ao Hanxiao’s neck twisted, and his teeth and blood spurted out to the ground! His head was so swollen 

and painful that it felt like it was going to explode. His eyes were blurry, his ears were buzzing, and he 

couldn’t even speak! 

“Xuanyuan guanghong! What are you doing?” 

Elder Sha rushed to ao Hanxiao’s side and roared, ” “This is a fair and just bet! Not only did everyone 

present bear witness, even the heavenly spirit of the ancestral Dragon Hong Huang could bear witness! 

Do you really want to fight to the death with my Dragon God Palace?” 

“Xuanyuan guanghong! don’t think that you can hit me as you please just because you’re the third core 

elder of the Xuanyuan family … ao Hanxiao took a deep breath and roared with her mouth full of blood. 

you must give me a reasonable explanation. Otherwise, I will not let this matter rest! 

Xuanyuan guanghong’s eyes narrowed as he said indifferently,”Firstly, you, ao Hanxiao, have lost this 

bet! Secondly, Childe Chen is the purple-gold honored guest of our Dong Sheng merchant Association! 

Even if I were to kill you, it would be perfectly justified, reasonable, and legal, let alone hit you!” 

“What? I lost?” Ao Hanxiao’s face was filled with shock.”Impossible! This was impossible! How could 

Chen Zhufeng have 200 billion upper spiritual stones? I won’t believe it even if you beat me to death!” 

Childe Chen, I’m not sure how many spiritual stones you have! of course! Xuanyuan guanghong said 

solemnly, ” but, young master Zhufeng has already earned 205 billion upper spiritual stones from 

today’s auction. It’s definitely more than your Dragon God Palace’s 200 billion! 

“What?” 

As soon as he said that, the crowd exploded! 

All eyes were on Chen Xiaobei! 
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 “Chen Zhufeng earned 205 billion? This … This means that Chen Zhufeng is the one who entrusted the 

auction to us?” 

“Heavens! Who was this kid? He had so many precious resources and earth-god instruments! It’s simply 

unbelievable!” 

“It’s too scary! Chen Zhufeng didn’t even blink when he earned 205 billion in cash overnight! His wealth 

and Foundation must be extremely strong! How terrifying!” 

“And the bei Xuan faction behind Chen Zhufeng! We’ve all underestimated this sect! This is definitely a 

hidden sect. It doesn’t show itself, but it hides an extremely terrifying power!” 

“No wonder Qiu Ling ‘er wants to join bei Xuan faction! With Chen Zhufeng’s wealth and background, 

bei Xuan faction is comparable to any of the top forces!” 

“Is the 11th top force going to appear in the earth-god Realm from today on? My God … Is the structure 

of the Earth-god Realm going to be broken?” 
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Xuanyuan guanghong’s words shocked everyone present. 

All of the respectable kings and emperors were so shocked that their eyes and mouths were wide open! 

Just a moment ago, they were still mocking bei Xuan faction for being a Bullsh * t faction and Chen 

Xiaobei for being a nobody! At that moment, no one would dare to underestimate bei Xuan faction 

anymore! 

“My God … Childe Chen is the mastermind behind today’s event! He’s too, too amazing!” Qing Bao’s 

watery eyes were wide open, and her face was full of admiration. 

Childe Zhufeng is really not an ordinary person … han Zicheng sighed. His admiration for Chen Xiaobei 

had increased greatly! 

I should have guessed that Zhufeng is the client today … 

Immortal dugu zang’s beautiful eyes flickered as she was both surprised and delighted.”Zhufeng isn’t a 

reckless man. If he dares to bet his life with ao Hanxiao, he must be very confident! We won this game 

too beautifully!” 

“Inksnow, you already knew about this, right?” Qiu Ling ‘er asked excitedly. 

Xiao moxue nodded and said in a low voice, ” “Yes, he just told me that he was the client, and he wanted 

me to put on a show with him to cause a bloody fight between Duke Xuanyuan and ao Hanxiao! In this 

way, he can sit and watch the Sandpiper and clam fight, and finally benefit from it!” 

“The sect leader is too powerful! Without making a sound, he directly caused the Xuanyuan family and 

the Dragon God Palace to fight each other!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er exclaimed,”the Xuanyuan family has lost all their face, but they have spent hundreds of 

billions of spiritual stones!” The Dragon God Palace had saved the spiritual stone, but they had lost all 

their face, and the fourteenth Prince had to be sacrificed! The two families won’t profit, and the sect 

master will be the biggest beneficiary!” 

…… 

After a while, the three presidents of the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce walked out together! 

Xu chengshou, the representative of Tianji city, walked in the middle of the three with a storage bracelet 

in his hand. He went to Chen Xiaobei! 

“Childe Chen!” 

Xu chengshou cupped his hands and said with a smile,”Originally, your identity should be kept strictly 

confidential, but since you’ve taken the initiative to reveal your identity, then this old man will not beat 

around the bush!” 

As the saying goes, an ordinary man is not guilty, but a treasure is a crime! 

Chen Xiaobei’s overnight revenge would definitely attract the covetous eyes of countless forces! 



From today onwards, both the black and white forces would be eyeing the spiritual stones in Chen 

Xiaobei’s hands! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei’s identity was supposed to be kept a secret! 

But Chen Xiaobei did not mind. He shrugged and said, ” “No harm! President Xu, if you have something 

to say, just say it!” 

Xu chengshou handed over the storage bracelet and said, ” “The spirit stones from tonight’s auction are 

all in this storage bracelet! After deducting the Commission of two billion, there was still a total of 203 

billion! Childe Chen, please check!” 

Originally, when the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce accepted a Commission to hold an auction, they 

would charge a Commission of 30%! 

For example, if the transaction amount was 200 billion, 60 billion of it would belong to the Dongsheng 

Chamber of Commerce! 

However, as a purple-gold VIP, Chen Xiaobei had received a huge discount! He had agreed to a 1% 

commission with Xuanyuan guanghong! 

The Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce was very credible. They really only accepted Chen Xiaobei’s two 

billion upper spiritual stones and did not even count the change! 

Chen Xiaobei took the storage bracelet and used his spiritual connection to check the spiritual stones. 

All of a sudden, everyone’s eyes fell on the storage bracelet! The respectable Kings, representatives of 

the great earth realm, and even dugu zang Xian revealed envious expressions! 

203 billion! 

To anyone present, this was an astronomical figure that was difficult to reach! 

At the same time! 

It was in a dark corner! 

Yang Wenhui was holding a black dharmic talisman in his hand, and a cold smile appeared on his face. 

“The Mantis stalks the cicada! The Oriole is behind!” 

Yang Wenhui squinted his eyes and sneered, ” the auctioneer had done all the calculations. It wasn’t 

easy to earn 205 billion. Unfortunately, this money will soon become mine! One word, awesome!” 

and what’s even more amazing is that the auctioneer is Shen Shang Xian’s thorn in the flesh, Chen 

Xiaobei! 

Yang Wenhui was extremely excited. this time, not only can I earn enough spiritual stones, I can also 

capture Chen Xiaobei and offer him to Shen Shang Xian! 

“Green Lotus seed of chaos! The chaos Blood Sword! The tear of the great void! It was the Dragon’s 

edge! The heavenly water of creation! There were several types of blood Bodhi! With all these treasures 

in our hands, exalted immortal Shen will be the clan of Enlightenment’s greatest hero!” 



“The heavenly Lord Yuanshi will definitely pardon shangxian Shen and let him return to the heavenly 

realm! As for me, as the second greatest contributor, I can also directly become an immortal and no 

longer need to stay in this material-poor human world!” 

Thinking of this, Yang Wenhui felt so happy that he could fly! He clenched the black talisman in his hand 

and was ready to activate it at any time! 

This talisman was the ‘poison immortal Mystic talisman’ made by Lu Yue himself. It was injected with 

half a large spirit vein’s spirit Qi and could burst out a peak nine-star earth-god level poison gas! 

Anyone below heaven immortal would immediately fall unconscious upon contact with this poisonous 

gas! 

By then, Yang Wenhui would be able to take all the spiritual stones that Chen Xiaobei had earned and 

bring them to Shen gongpao! 

“What?” 

However, at this moment, Yang Wenhui’s excited emotions suddenly calmed down. He was not in a 

hurry to make a move! 

That was because there seemed to be another variable at the scene! 

“Ao Hanxiao, do you want to die?” 

Chen Xiaobei looked down at ao Hanxiao after checking the spiritual stones. 

I … ao Hanxiao’s body trembled, and he hurriedly said, ” “I want to live! Of course I want to live! Please, 

Childe Chen, spare my life … Please …” 

“Good! Since you’re so sincere, I’ll be merciful and give you a chance!” 

“I thought your Dragon God Palace is rich?” Chen Xiaobei grinned. I’ll allow you to buy your life with 

money!” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

No one would have thought that after Chen Xiaobei had earned so much from the auction, he would 

also want to get another one from Dragon God Palace! 

“You … How much do you want?” Ao Hanxiao asked. 

“Don’t be nervous! My price is very fair!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned evilly and said, ” “100 billion upper spiritual stones to buy your life, isn’t it worth 

it? Hehehe …” 
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 “100 billion? Why don’t you just go Rob someone?” 
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Ao Hanxiao jumped up in anger. Because he had spoken too excitedly, he spat out another mouthful of 

blood. The pain was so great that he grimaced in pain, his entire body trembling! 

“How am I snatching?” 

hehe! Chen Xiaobei laughed. everyone here is a witness to our bet! Moreover, there was the heavenly 

spirit of the ancestral Dragon Hong Huang as proof! You’ve made a poison vow! If I’m not willing to let 

you go, even if your old man roams the sky, he won’t be able to save you!” 

this … ao Hanxiao’s expression froze as she looked at elder Sha with wide eyes. 

Elder shark had been ao Hanxiao’s personal bodyguard, and he was also a man of sacrifice. 

When ao Hanxiao’s life was in danger, elder Sha would be willing to risk his own life in exchange for her! 

However, at this moment, elder Sha was frozen on the spot. He didn’t move at all. In fact, he didn’t even 

say a word! 

The reason was very simple. It was because elder Sha was a die-hard believer of the chaos Dragon 

ancestor! 

Back then, when elder shark became ao Hanxiao’s personal death warrior, he had sworn to the ancestral 

Dragon that he would be loyal and obey ao Hanxiao’s every word! 

However, if ao Hanxiao refused to admit defeat, it would be blasphemy against the ancestral Dragon, 

Hong Huang! 

Elder shark could be loyal to ao Hanxiao because of the ancestral Dragon, but he could also completely 

betray ao Hanxiao because of the ancestral Dragon! 

From small to big, almost everyone in the entire Dragon God Palace’s territory believed in ancestral 

Dragon Hong Huang! 

If ao Hanxiao had really blasphemed the ancestral dragon’s head, even the Dragon Emperor ao 

hengkong would not be able to tolerate this son! 

Otherwise, the AO family would be abandoned by the billions of people in the Dragon God Palace’s 

territory! 

“Hiss …” 

Ao Hanxiao sucked in a breath of cold air. He was clear about the current situation! 

It was obvious that ao Hanxiao had no other choice but to agree to Chen Xiaobei’s request. 

Childe Zhufeng … Can you make it a little cheaper … I … I don’t have that much money … ao Hanxiao 

pleaded with a sad face. 

“It can’t be cheap!” I don’t think so. Chen Xiaobei shrugged. if you really can’t, you can get a loan from 

the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce! 

“L-loan?” Ao Hanxiao was sweating profusely. 



Just now, Zhu qiuheng went to the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce to take a loan, and the interest 

was frighteningly high! Zhu qiuheng was so angry that he vomited blood, and he had yet to wake up! 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “My patience is limited. If you’re not willing to spend 

money to get rid of this disaster, then don’t blame me for carrying out the bet!” 

don’t … Don’t don’t don’t … ao Hanxiao calmed herself down and hurriedly said, ” I have 70 billion in my 

hands. If I borrow an additional 30 billion from the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce … 

There was no doubt that money could be earned again after it was spent! But if he lost his life, then he 

would have nothing! 

Ao Hanxiao was pampered by ao hengkong. 

Although buying lives had cost half of Dragon God Palace’s cash reserves, ao hengkong would at most 

punish him severely, not take ao Hanxiao’s life! 

Ao Hanxiao had already mentally prepared herself. At worst, she would just have one of her legs broken 

when she returned. It was better than losing her life! 

“I can take a loan!” 

Xuanyuan guanghong narrowed his eyes and sneered, I’ll borrow 30 billion and return 40 billion. The 

deadline is seven days. If one day is over, I’ll increase the payment by 300 million! 

what??? ” 

Hearing this, ao Hanxiao’s eyes almost popped out. “You lent Zhu qiuheng a total of 43 billion, with 

seven days of interest of 7 billion! I only borrowed 30 billion, but the interest for seven days is 10 billion! 

You’re clearly setting me up!” 

“I don’t care if you want to borrow money!” Xuanyuan guanghong said indifferently. 

It was obvious that this old man was a vengeful person, and he was taking this opportunity to take 

revenge on ao Hanxiao. 

I … I’ll take out a loan … ao han and Xiao Han were in tears. 

As the saying goes, people have to bow their heads under the eaves! 

Even if ao Hanxiao’s heart was bleeding, he could only admit defeat! 

…… 

After that, Xu chengshou went to the backstage to retrieve 30 billion upper spiritual stones and handed 

them to Chen Xiaobei! 

Ao Hanxiao had given Chen Xiaobei all of his 70 billion, and Chen Xiaobei was finally able to cancel the 

bet! 

With that, Chen Xiaobei’s cash account had shot up to more than 303.15 billion and superior-grade 

spiritual stones! 



In terms of cash, even the richest Tianji city would not be able to match up to Chen Xiaobei! 

If they were all converted into spiritual energy, these spiritual stones would be equivalent to the total 

spiritual energy of ten large-scale spiritual veins! It could allow Chen Xiaobei to use the heaven-immortal 

instrument ten times in a row! 

Now, Chen Xiaobei had two heaven-immortal instruments, the destruction of heaven and earth and the 

earth-escape divine instrument! There was also the ” profound North formation ” and the ” four 

symbols killing formation “, this heaven immortal level formation! In addition, he had a cash reserve of 

300 billion! 

Chen Xiaobei had basically met the requirements to build a top force! 

Of course, in order to truly become a top power, other than these things, Chen Xiaobei also needed 

territory, people, and believers! 

Thousands of territories and thirty thousand countries! This wasn’t a country that could be built 

overnight! 

Of course, now that Chen Xiaobei was strong enough, it would be much easier for him to conquer the 

world! 

Once Chen Xiaobei returned to the firecloud region, he could lead his Army to the East, sweep through 

all the surrounding regions, and establish the beixuan Empire! 

Territory, believers, resources, and Foundation would all grow greatly! 

His merit, luck, charm, and heavenly Dao rewards would also increase! 

Although it would take time for bei Xuan faction to become a top power, it was no longer just empty 

talk. It was a real goal that could be achieved step by step! 

…… 

“It’s time!” 

At this moment, Yang Wenhui silently activated the poison immortal profound talisman in his hand! 

“Whoosh …” 

The powerful poisonous gas was like a breeze, soundless, colorless, and odorless. It spread at an 

extremely fast speed and filled the entire auction hall! 

“Hmm … What’s going on? I suddenly feel so drowsy … Uh …” 

Very quickly, some people at the scene fainted in a daze. 

Following that, more and more people fainted. Respectable Kings, great emperors, representatives of 

the peak forces, Xuanyuan guanghong, the three guild leaders, and even dugu zang Xian and the others 

were not spared! 

“Uh …” 



Chen Xiaobei’s body was also completely drained, and he fell onto the auction stage. 

All of a sudden, everyone in the auction hall fell into a deep coma and no longer knew what had 

happened after that! 

“Hmph Hmph! It’s a success!” 

Yang Wenhui walked out from a dark corner and said proudly, ” master’s poison immortal profound 

talisman is really too good. It can be called a divine weapon for sneak attacks! 

“Hurry up and take what you want and leave this place!” At this time, Xu chengshou stood up and said in 

a deep voice,”Remember the three promises you made to me, and don’t have any other ideas!” 

“Of course I remember my promise!” Yang Wenhui walked to the auction stage and said indifferently, ” 

“But I’m going to take Chen Zhufeng with me!” 

“No!” Xu chengshou decisively refused, leaving no room for discussion. 

“President Xu, are you trying to protect Chen Zhufeng? Yang Wenhui narrowed his eyes and said coldly, 

” “What if I insist on taking him away?” 
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 “I said no, so no! If you don’t listen to me, then don’t blame me for being impolite!” 

Xu chengshou stood in front of Chen Xiaobei, not backing down at all! 

“President Xu! You’re being unreasonable!” 

“Before the auction, I agreed to three of your requests,” Yang Wenhui said.”First, I’ll give you the 

antidote! Second, he would only seek money and not kill. He would not take a single needle or a thread 

from the investors of Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce! Third, I will tell you where Bai Qi is!” 

Xu chengshou snorted coldly and said indifferently, ” “Right! It is time for you to reveal Bai Qi’s 

whereabouts!” 

“President Xu! Don’t change the topic!” 

“I’ll keep all three of these promises!” Yang Wenhui said. We just want to take Chen Zhufeng away. Why 

are you willing to give in?” 

“Nonsense! Chen Zhufeng is the financial backer of my Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce! And he’s a 

big financial backer!” 

“You stole all of his money,” Xu chengshou said solemnly,”Dongsheng Shang will be charged for not 

protecting him well, and we’ll lose all face! If I don’t save his life, my Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce 

will become the laughingstock of the world! From now on, which rich man would dare to do business 

with us?” 

“Excuses! What President Xu said is just an excuse!” 
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“You, Xu chengshou, are not only the president of the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce that Tianji city 

has stationed there, but you’re also the core high-level of Tianji city and the Xu family!” Yang Wenhui 

sneered. You should know who Chen Zhufeng is!” 

“What do you want to say?” Xu chengshou asked with a slight frown. 

of course not! Yang Wenhui laughed. you want to protect Chen Zhufeng, not because he’s the big gold 

mine of your Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce! If I’m not wrong, the real reason is related to the 

heavenly water of creation!” 

“What nonsense are you talking about?” Xu chengshou’s expression changed drastically. He refused to 

admit it, but his expression and eyes revealed a deep sense of nervousness! He was like an enraged 

Tiger, ready to jump up and kill Yang Wenhui! 

“Looks like I really guessed right!” 

Chen Zhufeng! Yang Wenhui raised his eyebrows and said, ” back in the earthly calamity Star Ocean, 

Chen Zhufeng bought the heavenly creation divine water at a low price of 300 million upper spiritual 

stones! And this pool of divine water was entrusted by the old man of heavenly secrets to the Dong 

Sheng merchant Association to bring to various places for auction!” 

“The reason why the old man of heavenly secrets sold the divine items at such a low price was to cast a 

long line to catch a big fish! Because the old man of heavenly secrets knew that mortals wouldn’t 

understand the magical effects of the heavenly water of creation, so he would never spend three 

hundred million to buy it!” 

“Those who are willing to spend 300 million will definitely know how extraordinary the heavenly water 

of creation is! This pool of divine water could contain the massive amount of spiritual energy from nine 

giant spiritual veins! It can even grow some special divine items!” 

“Almost all of the spiritual veins and divine items that the old man of heavenly secrets was able to 

calculate already have owners, or have already been taken by him! As for those spiritual veins and divine 

items that are hidden by the heavenly secrets and can only be found by chance, they need to be 

discovered by those who are fated!” 

therefore, the elder of heavenly secrets’s original plan was to let people who knew the value buy the 

heavenly water of creation and inject a huge amount of spiritual Qi into it, or plant a divine item in it! 

“When the spiritual Qi is sufficient and the divine item is fully grown, the old man of heavenly secrets 

will kill and snatch the treasure, taking back the heavenly creation divine water! This way, the elder of 

heavenly secrets will be able to obtain the spirit veins and divine items that he couldn’t have 

calculated!” 

Yang Wenhui paused and smiled,”it’s a coincidence!” The heavenly water of creation was bought by 

Chen Zhufeng! It was also placed in the rift of the great void to grow the only remaining Green Lotus 

seed of chaos in the Three Realms!” 

“You, Xu chengshou, are not letting me take Chen Zhufeng away because he is the financial backer of 

the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce! It was because he had the opportunity of the green Lotus seed 



of chaos! The elder of heavenly secrets is waiting for Chen Zhufeng to make the green Lotus seed of 

chaos bloom!” 

you’re afraid that Chen Zhufeng will fall into the hands of exalted immortal Shen. Yang Wenhui sneered. 

the old man of heavenly secrets’s plan will be ruined! 

“As expected of Lu Yue’s direct disciple!” 

Xu chengshou took a deep breath and said solemnly, ” “Yang Wenhui, you are very smart! It’s a pity that 

there are some things that you’ll never be able to guess!” 

“According to what you’re saying, did I guess something wrong?” Yang Wenhui frowned. 

“You can’t get out of my Five Finger Mountain anyway, so it’s no big deal to tell you!” “The elder of 

heavenly secrets has already contacted the Blood Moon Swordmaster. He wants to kill Chen Zhufeng!” 

Xu chengshou said calmly. He won’t even wait for Chen Zhufeng to make the green Lotus seed of chaos 

bloom!” 

this … Yang Wenhui was stunned and suddenly looked shocked.”Could it be that you’re not doing this on 

behalf of the elder of heavenly secrets?” 

“The old man of heavenly secrets wants Chen Zhufeng to die, but I want him to live!” Xu chengshou 

laughed. Aren’t you very good at guessing? Then guess who I’m working for?” 

this … Yang Wenhui gasped and nervously said, ” “The Western religious sect led by Cundi? Mother 

Nuwa’s demonic sect? Or Taishang Laojun’s cult?” 

During the winter solstice festival, many forces had chosen many earth Immortals to reincarnate, and 

the tribe of severity and clan of enlightenment were not the only ones active in the human world! 

The other religions were also expanding their influence in the human world, and they had already laid 

down their plans! 

However, Yang Wenhui’s guesses did not seem to be correct! 

Xu chengshou laughed disdainfully,”heh, it seems that your intelligence is very limited!” If Lu Yue was 

here, he might be able to guess it!” 

“Could it be the Shura religion of the netherworld River?” The more Yang Wenhui thought about it, the 

more nervous he became. His face was as pale as paper. it can’t be the demonic sect of mo Luo Wu Tian, 

right?! 

“Stop guessing!” 

Xu chengshou laughed coldly and revealed his killing intent.”You know too much. Now, I’ll send you to 

hell!” 

“Don’t! “Don’t kill me … I haven’t told you Bai Qi’s whereabouts … I’m still of use to you …” Yang Wenhui 

gasped and was suddenly at a loss for words. 



Originally, Yang Wenhui thought that Xu chengshou was working for the clan of enlightenment. Even if 

he had guessed the secret of the old man of heavenly secrets, Xu chengshou would not fall out with 

him! 

He had never expected that Xu chengshou had long been controlled by other religions. Yang Wenhui 

had guessed the secret and instantly brought him a fatal disaster! 

“My master is already calculating Bai Qi’s whereabouts. There will be a result soon. It doesn’t matter if 

you tell him or not!” “Obediently go to hell!” Xu chengshou laughed. I’ll take Chen Zhufeng and hand 

him over to the Lord!” 

“Who is your master?” Yang Wenhui was anxious,”he might know my master!” We’re all old friends 

from the heaven realm, why do we have to shed all pretenses of cordiality?” 

Xu chengshou laughed,”ha, my master has a great enmity with the tribe of severity!” Lu Yue was not an 

old friend, but a great enemy! Now, you should be able to die in peace!” 

it’s over … Yang Wenhui gasped and fell into despair. 

“The enemies of the Jie sect are my enemies!” 

At this moment, a cold voice came from behind Xu chengshou, ” “Yinian! Heaven-severing!” 
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 “Swish!” 

Words of law! 

A mysterious black and white spiritual light shot from his back like a knife and arrow, directly piercing 

into Xu chengshou’s body! 

“Chen Zhufeng! You … Why are you still awake?” 

Xu chengshou turned around in shock and saw Chen Xiaobei standing behind him. 

A second ago, Xu chengshou was certain that Chen Xiaobei had fainted. Not only did he not guard 

against Chen Xiaobei, he even stood in front of Chen Xiaobei to prevent Yang Wenhui from taking him 

away! 

At that moment, Xu chengshou could not understand why Chen Xiaobei was perfectly fine. Why was he 

not poisoned at all? 

how … How is this possible?! Seeing this scene, even Yang Wenhui was dumbfounded. He couldn’t figure 

it out. 

“Uh! Ah …” 

Xu chengshou didn’t have time to think about it. The doubts in his heart were instantly swept away, and 

in their place was an intense pain that came from the deepest part of his soul! 

ah! Xu chengshou’s face contorted in pain as he let out a blood-curdling scream. 
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“Chen Zhufeng! You’re so cunning … You actually cut off my true Qi circulation …” 

Xu chengshou’s voice was filled with extreme pain. His nascent soul had been severely injured! The huge 

mental pressure made him dizzy and he almost fainted, completely losing his ability to fight! 

“In terms of treachery, I can’t compare to you!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” if I wasn’t lucky 

enough to know about your scheme in advance, I would have become a fish on the chopping board at 

this moment. I could only be slaughtered by you! 

I’m the one who lost this time … Xu chengshou sighed, but he still remained strong.”If you want to kill or 

torture me, do as you wish!” 

“Tell me who your master is! I might be able to spare your life!” Chen Xiaobei said coldly. 

As soon as he said that, Yang Wenhui immediately perked up his ears, wanting to hear what was going 

on. 

“I’m 100% loyal to my Lord! Even if you kill me, I will never betray my Lord!” Xu chengshou was very 

determined and accepted his death! 

“It seems that you won’t shed tears until you see your coffin!” Chen Xiaobei took out the chaos Blood 

Sword and said, ” “You have one last chance! Submit to me, or die without an intact corpse, and your 

soul will be scattered!” 

“Hmph! Don’t waste your energy!” 

“Although I’ve never eaten dog food before, I’ve already signed a primordial spirit contract with my 

Lord. There’s no way I’ll betray my Lord!” Xu chengshou said indifferently. 

“Primordial spirit contract?” Chen Xiaobei and Yang Wenhui looked at each other in surprise. 

This essence soul contract was created by the Dao ancestor and was specially for reincarnated earth 

Immortals to use! 

This Xu chengshou wasn’t a reincarnated earth immortal, so why did he sign a primordial spirit contract? 

Could it be that Xu chengshou was one of the Dao ancestor’s men? 

No! 

It shouldn’t be! 

Xu chengshou had said that his master had a great enmity with the Jie sect, so he was obviously not the 

Dao ancestor! 

It was possible that someone had learned the secret technique to condense a primordial spirit contract 

from the Dao ancestor, and from there, controlled Xu chengshou! 

“Since you’re not going to say anything, then go to hell!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not one to beat around the bush. Since he could not control Xu chengshou, he had to 

kill him and send him to hell! 

“Swish!” 



Chen Xiaobei released his ethereal force and took Xu chengshou’s storage bracelet. 

“Essence devouring!” 

chaos Blood Sword! Chen Xiaobei shouted, and the chaos Blood Sword released countless blood-red 

spiritual patterns! 

Numerous spirit runes interweaved and transformed into the head of a huge mutated beast! With a 

single bite, he swallowed Xu chengshou whole! 

Xu chengshou was already a nine-star earth-god, and his physical strength was comparable to an earth-

god item. His nascent soul was even stronger, comparable to an earth-god instrument of the same level! 

As long as the chaos Blood Sword devoured Xu chengshou’s origin completely, it would be able to skip a 

major realm and become a mid-stage eight-star earth-god instrument! 

Of course, the chaos Blood Sword was only a seven-star earth-god at the moment, so it would take a 

longer time to devour Xu chengshou! 

A conservative estimate would be that it would take about a month for the chaos Blood Sword to 

complete its upgrade! 

Of course, this was not a big deal. Chen Xiaobei only needed to touch the sunlight cache and time would 

not be a problem anymore! 

The head of the beast wrapped around Xu chengshou and retracted back into the chaos Blood Sword! 

Chen Xiaobei then turned to Yang Wenhui and said, ” “You’re the one who obediently surrendered? Or 

did I capture you alive?” 

this … Yang Wenhui’s face was pale. He had just escaped from the Wolf’s Den, and now he was in the 

Tiger’s mouth. He was destined to be unable to escape this calamity. 

Although Yang Wenhui had received an ancient immortal’s inheritance and his cultivation base had 

improved greatly, he was only a six-star earth immortal. In front of the chaos Blood Sword, he had no 

power to fight back. 

“Why aren’t you poisoned?” Yang Wenhui asked with a frown. 

“Didn’t I already tell you? I knew about your scheme in advance!” 

“I used the merit points ledger to exchange for a divine-grade antidote pill!” After taking it in advance, it 

will naturally be immune to your peak nine-star earth-god level poison! I even spent a hundred million 

merit points for that!” 

[your current merit points are 95.52 billion.(Charm: 9.55 billion, luck: 9.55 billion and 200 thousand! 

sigh … This is really a mistake and we lost the whole game … Yang Wenhui sighed.”I admit defeat … You 

can arrest me!” 

Yang Wenhui was a smart person. He knew that there was no point in resisting. He might as well admit 

defeat and avoid suffering! 



Of course, Yang Wenhui was also a person who had signed a primordial soul contract. 

Therefore, even if he gave up resisting, he would never betray his master. 

Chen Xiaobei knew that he would not be able to get anything out of Yang Wenhui, so he did not want to 

waste any more time. He sent Yang Wenhui into the Meru space and locked him up in the spirit 

condensing space with the other reincarnated earth Immortals. 

“It’s done!” 

alright! Chen Xiaobei grinned. now, let me see if there’s anything good in Xu chengshou’s storage 

bracelet! 

Using his spiritual connection, Chen Xiaobei immediately began to search through Xu chengshou’s 

storage bracelet! 

Who would have thought that Xu chengshou, one of the three presidents of the Dongsheng Chamber of 

Commerce, was actually a pauper! 

There were only 350 million upper spiritual stones in the storage bracelet. There was nothing else of 

value! There wasn’t even a single earth-god instrument! 

Logically speaking, Xu chengshou should have a nine-star earth-god instrument of the same level as his 

cultivation! 

But the reality was that there was none! There were no nine-star ones, not even low-level ones! 

This result was out of Chen Xiaobei’s expectations, but it was completely within his expectations! 

Xu chengshou himself was already very powerful. With the Dong Sheng merchant Association and Tianji 

city behind him, no outsider would dare to provoke him! 

Because of this, his earth-god instrument and other important trump cards had probably fallen into the 

hands of his Lord! 

“Grasshoppers are also meat! We didn’t gain nothing!” Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. transfer 

all 350 million upper spiritual stones into your own pocket! 

Chen Xiaobei scanned the crowd and suddenly had an evil thought.”Although Xu chengshou is a pauper, 

everyone here is rich! Hehehe …” 
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At that moment, Chen Xiaobei was the only one who was awake! 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to, he could take all of their storage bracelets and run away! 

There were thousands of distinguished guests at the scene, and if one billion upper spiritual stones per 

person was calculated, that would be a few trillion upper spiritual stones! 

If he really did that, Chen Xiaobei would be rich to the point of exploding! 
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“This is a heaven-sent opportunity! Hehehe …” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly ran over and took the storage bracelet from the Guild leader. 

However, before Chen Xiaobei could check it out, he was stunned. 

[ ding! You have stolen someone else’s property. The amount is huge. 25 billion merit points will be 

deducted! ] 

– your current merit points are 70.52 billion.(Charm: 705.2 million, luck: 705.2 million! 

“What the hell? Stolen property?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was covered in cold sweat. “You’re going to deduct 25 billion merit points from me 

just for this storage bracelet? You’re crazy!” 

Originally, Chen Xiaobei wanted to take advantage of the fact that everyone was unconscious to wipe 

out the entire place! 

He had never expected that taking someone else’s storage bracelet was equivalent to stealing! 

Of course, this was not strange at all! 

The heavenly Dao punished evil and promoted good. There were rewards for doing good! There was 

naturally punishment for doing bad things! 

I took Xu chengshou’s storage bracelet. Why is it fine? ” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and thought to himself,””I understand! I have a grudge against Xu 

chengshou! Taking his things is actually a way for me to take revenge! However, Xuanyuan Lu Ming and I 

have no enmity. If I take his things, it is equivalent to stealing!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly put the storage bracelet back on Xuanyuan Luming’s wrist. 

[you have been rewarded with 25 billion merit points!] 

[your current merit points are 95.52 billion.(Charm: 9.55 billion, luck: 9.55 billion and 200 thousand! 

“That was close! Fortunately, I returned it in time, and all the merit points came back! Otherwise, we’ll 

be making a huge loss!” 

Chen Xiaobei finally let out a sigh of relief. “If that’s the case, then I’ll have to take the storage bracelet 

of the person who hates me! I can’t take things from people who have no enmity with me!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not stupid. Twenty-five billion merit points was enough to exchange for a heaven-

immortal instrument! There was no need to use it to exchange for the storage bracelets of the mortals! 

So, Chen Xiaobei turned his attention to his few enemies! 

Ao Hanxiao! Xuanyuan noble! Heavenly Governor Xu! Zhao shihuang! Zhu qiuheng! Han Zhanying! 

Chen Xiaobei walked around the VIP area and collected all six of their storage bracelets! 



Ao Hanxiao, Xuanyuan Mingjue, and Zhu qiuheng had already spent all their spirit stones, but there was 

still a pile of miscellaneous resources in their storage bracelets! 

Furthermore, Xuanyuan Mingjue had a seven-star earth-god instrument, ao Hanxiao had a seven-star 

earth-god instrument, and Zhu qiuheng had an eight-star earth-god instrument! 

Han Zhanying was Zhu qiuheng’s guard. He only had 300 million upper spiritual stones, a seven-star 

earth-god instrument, and some resources on him. It was not worth mentioning! 

In the end, only Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang’s storage bracelets were left! 

These two items did not cost much at the auction, so there must be a lot of wealth in the storage 

bracelet! 

“Don’t Let Me Down!” 

Chen Xiaobei rubbed his hands together and started to check the last two storage bracelets. 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. “I’m rich! Zhao shihuang, 50 billion! Xu Tiandu, 50 billion! Another 100 

billion upper spiritual stones! It’s so cool!” 

Chen Xiaobei now had a total of 403.8 billion upper spiritual stones in his Treasury! 

“Other than the spirit stones, there are two eight-star earth-god instruments! This way, I have three 

eight-star earth-god instruments. This is awesome! Hahaha!” 

Chen Xiaobei was so excited that he could only describe his feelings with one word-awesome! 

It was Yang Wenhui’s big scheme to poison everyone and steal the auction proceeds! 

However, Yang Wenhui did not get anything out of it. All his schemes and plans ended up benefiting 

Chen Xiaobei! 

400 billion upper spiritual stones! Three eight-star earth-god instruments! Three seven-star earth-god 

instruments! There were a lot of resources! In the end, they all went into Chen Xiaobei’s pocket! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth smelt and put all the resources in the storage bracelets 

back into the furnace. 

Three eight-star and three seven-star earth-god instruments were also melted down, leaving nothing 

behind. 

To put it bluntly, these things were all ‘stolen goods’! Chen Xiaobei would never use it again! Otherwise, 

Chen Xiaobei would be in a lot of trouble if the forces behind the six idiots found out! 

Since it couldn’t be used, the best way to deal with it was to use it for refining! 

As long as he could turn all of these into heaven Earth spiritual aura, Chen Xiaobei would be able to 

upgrade the witch Dragon Flame to an eight-star earth-god level. He could even use the remaining to 

strengthen his other trump cards! 



In the future, Chen Xiaobei would need to craft a peak earth-god level netherspirit battlescouter, or 

even a heaven-grade divine instrument. So, it was necessary to strengthen the witch Dragon Flame! 

Otherwise, if the level of the witch Dragon heavenly flame was too low, it would take a long time to 

refine something of a higher level! 

Because of this, this batch of earth-god instruments and resources was only the beginning! 

In the following period of time, Chen Xiaobei had to focus on accumulating the spiritual aura of heaven 

and earth to increase the level of the witch Dragon Flame as soon as possible! 

“It’s done!” 

Chen Xiaobei kept the heaven and earth furnace and started to observe his surroundings. 

After confirming that there were no flaws, Chen Xiaobei walked back to the auction stage and lay down 

where he had fallen! 

…… 

It was only when the sunrise the next day that people started to wake up. 

“What’s the matter? How did we end up sleeping here the entire night?” 

that’s strange … The people here are all high-level earth Immortals. Why do they feel sleepy at first? ” 

“No! This wasn’t sleeping! We’ve all been poisoned!” 

“Poisoned? Oh my God! Who was the one who poisoned her? Everyone, quickly check if you’re injured. 

Did you lose anything?” 

Everyone at the scene exclaimed and immediately realized the key to the problem! 

“My storage bracelet is gone!” 

mine … Mine’s gone too … Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang both exclaimed in shock. 

“Damned thief! He actually poisoned us and stole our storage bracelets!” Ao Hanxiao and Xuanyuan 

Mingjue also screamed. 

“Who did this? You won’t even let go of my remaining eight-star earth-god instrument!” Zhu qiuheng sat 

on the ground, paralyzed,”I really have nothing now …” 

Han Zhanying’s face was livid, and he was extremely depressed. “This thief is too evil … Stealing from 

these princes and young masters is one thing! How can you not even let go of my personal belongings 

…” 

“Not good!” 

Chen Xiaobei jumped up and shouted, ” “I lost my interspatial ring! I’ve lost all my spirit stones!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked! 
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 “What? Chen Zhufeng’s infinite space ring is gone?” 

“My God … There are at least 300 billion upper spiritual stones in that storage ring! It was actually 

stolen!” 

“Who is that thief? I’ve really earned a lot this time!” 

“Countless forces coveted for a huge amount of spirit stones, but in the end, it ended up in the hands of 

a thief? This is too ironic …” 

Following Chen Xiaobei’s shout, the crowd burst out in shock. 

That was 300 billion upper spiritual stones! It was equivalent to ten large-scale spirit meridians! 

This was an astronomical figure for anyone present! 

However, when he woke up, the huge amount of spiritual stones had disappeared! 

Even the crowd felt that it was a pity. As the owner of the item, Chen Xiaobei was probably going to die 

of anger! 

how did this happen?! 

Immortal dugu zang’s brows furrowed tightly and his face was filled with anger.”Zhufeng spent a lot of 

time and effort to save up his resources and sell them for a huge amount of money through the auction, 

but they were all stolen by a thief. If I catch this thief, I’ll make him beg for death!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er’s face was also ugly, and she was extremely depressed.”Originally, the plan was very 

successful, but I didn’t expect such an accident to happen! The 300 billion upper spiritual stones were all 

for nothing! The sect master must be furious …” 

Xiao moxue nodded and looked at Chen Xiaobei with sympathy. She really wanted to help Chen Xiaobei 

but she did not know what to do! 

young master Chen, don’t be sad … Money can be earned again. It’s good that you’re fine … qing bao 

pursed her lips and comforted him in a low voice. 

“Qing bao is right …” 

Han Zicheng saw that everyone was in a very low mood, so he comforted them, ” “Young master Chen’s 

client’s identity has been made public. This sum of money will bring him countless troubles, and even a 

fatal disaster! Although the money was gone, trouble and danger were far away! At least it’s not a bad 

thing!” 

The four girls did not say anything, but Chen Xiaobei, who was standing on the stage, gave him a look of 

admiration. 

Under such a situation, han Zicheng was still able to calmly analyze the pros and cons of the problem, 

and his analysis was very accurate, which was very rare! 
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In fact, there was no thief at all! 

Chen Xiaobei had hidden his infinite space ring because he was worried about the trouble and danger 

that han Zicheng had mentioned! 

Now that the infinite space ring had been ‘stolen’, everyone would know that Chen Xiaobei had’ 

nothing’. Naturally, no one would go and cause trouble for Chen Xiaobei! 

Childe Zhufeng … I’m really sorry. I can’t believe something like this happened in our territory … 

Xuanyuan Luming and Zhao Xilai, the two guild leaders, looked apologetic. “It’s all our fault for not 

protecting you well, causing you to suffer such heavy losses! We can’t shirk our responsibility for this! 

We will definitely do our best to track down the thief! I will definitely give you an explanation!” 

Xuanyuan guanghong’s face was ashen as he stood to the side with his head lowered. 

This was the territory of the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce. Other than this, the entire Dongsheng 

Chamber of Commerce would lose face! 

This was the imperial capital of Xuanyuan! The Xuanyuan family’s reputation was also at stake! 

“Go investigate! Hurry up and investigate! We have to find that damned thief!” Chen Xiaobei’s acting 

skills were top-notch! His emotions, expressions, actions, and lines were all vividly and vividly displayed! 

“That’s right! We must catch that dog!” Heavenly Governor Xu and Zhao shihuang roared at the same 

time. They wanted to capture the thief and skin him alive to vent their anger. 

After all, these two had suffered the greatest losses. Two eight-star earth-god instruments and two 

portions of 50 billion upper spiritual stones! 

Such losses were enough for them to receive heavy punishment from Tianji city and the hollow Jade 

temple! Even if he didn’t interrupt his retreat, he would still lose a layer of skin! 

“Catch! He had to catch that dog! Otherwise, we won’t let this matter rest!” Ao Hanxiao, Zhu qiuheng, 

and Xuanyuan Mingjue were also roaring hysterically. 

They had first squandered all of their family’s spirit stones, and ao Hanxiao and Zhu qiuheng had also 

taken a huge loan. They would not be able to explain it to their families when they returned home. 

However, their storage bracelets had been stolen. To them, this was no doubt adding insult to injury! 

Not only would he lose face, but he would also be severely punished! 

“Eh? Where did President Xu go?” 

At this moment, han Zhanying suddenly looked around in confusion, and then he became excited, ” 

“Everyone is here! Why was president Xu nowhere to be found? Could it be that President Xu stole our 

storage artifacts?” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

“Yup! Where did Xu chengshou go?” Zhao shihuang’s expression froze for a moment before he flew into 

a rage,”It must be him! He stole our Storage Treasures and ran away with a guilty conscience!” 



“That’s right! Xu chengshou is that damned dog!” 

Ao Hanxiao gritted her teeth and said,”the Dong Sheng merchant Association’s security is well-known 

for its safety!” If it wasn’t for an internal problem, outsiders wouldn’t have had the chance to poison and 

steal!” 

“Right! Xu chengshou is the traitor who embezzled the land!” Xuanyuan Mingjue and Zhu qiuheng said 

excitedly, ” Xu chengshou is one of the three guild leaders. Only he could have poisoned her without 

anyone knowing and then escaped from the scene! 

“The case has been solved! We’ve solved the case!” 

“President Xuanyuan!” Han Zhanying said impatiently. President Zhao! Hurry up and contact Xu 

chengshou! If we can’t contact him, that means he’s that damned thief!” 

On the stage, Xuanyuan Lu Ming and Zhao Xilai nodded, then took out their phones and contacted Xu 

chengshou directly. 

However, no matter how many times they called, Xu chengshou’s phone was turned off and they could 

call him later. 

Seeing this, Chen Xiaobei almost burst out laughing again! 

It would be a wonder if Xu chengshou could still answer the phone! 

The old man had long been devoured by the chaos Blood Sword. Not even his bones and soul were left! 

This old thing’s spiritual stones had gone into Chen Xiaobei’s pocket! His cell phone and all his resources 

had been thrown into the heaven and earth smelt, and had long been refined out of them! 

In this way, this shocking theft became a muddled account with no witnesses! 

Although Xu chengshou was poor and only brought Chen Xiaobei 350 million upper spiritual stones, he 

was now taking the blame for Chen Xiaobei’s actions! 

From this moment on, everyone would assume that Xu chengshou was the thief and Chen Xiaobei was 

the victim! 

No one would cause Chen Xiaobei any trouble! On the contrary, the Xu family of Tianji city would be in 

constant trouble! 

Dongsheng merchant Association, Dragon God Palace, hollow Jade Palace, heavenly Yin Hall, and the 

Xuanyuan family would all go to find trouble with the Xu family of Tianji city! 

“You guys go and investigate! I’ll be staying in the capital of Xuanyuan for a while, so I hope you can give 

me a reasonable explanation as soon as possible!” Chen Xiaobei turned around and left in anger. 

Immortal dugu zang and the others naturally followed closely behind and left the auction house 

together. 
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Zhaofu restaurant! 

This was the most high-end restaurant in the imperial capital of Xuanyuan, and it was now under Chen 

Xiaobei’s name. 

Chen Zhufeng, I know that you’re very sad right now, but I hope that you won’t give up on yourself. You 

have to pull yourself together as soon as possible! 

Xiao moxue frowned and was the first to comfort him. 

“Don’t worry, I’m fine!” I’m a genius! Chen Xiaobei said calmly. I’m born with talent, and I’ll come back 

after I’ve spent all my money! He might not have the money today, but he might come back tomorrow!” 

you’re really open-minded. You can get over it so quickly … Xiao moxue was surprised. She could not 

help but look at Chen Xiaobei in a higher light. 

“Are you complimenting us?” Chen Xiaobei grinned. 

“Alright, since you can still laugh, it means you’re fine!” if there’s nothing else, ” Xiao moxue said in a 

deep voice, ” I’ll take my leave first! 

“Why are you in such a hurry to return?” I’ll get someone to send some peaches over tomorrow. Don’t 

you want to eat a few more? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Xiao moxue’s expression froze for a moment. She couldn’t help but lick her lips, but in the end, she 

shook her head and said, ” I’m a disciple of Tianji city. Xu chengshou has already angered the public, so 

it’s not convenient for me to stay! 

“Yes, you’re right!” alright! Chen Xiaobei nodded. go on then. If you have the chance, come and find me 

at bei Xuan faction. I’ll feed you my first love peach! 

“Perhaps we will meet again in three days!” Xiao moxue said. 

“Three days? Is there something big?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“It’s the birthday of the Xuanyuan family’s ancestor! Our Tianji city will definitely come to congratulate 

you!” “When the time comes, I’ll probably give you an explanation for what happened to Xu 

chengshou!” Xiao moxue said in a deep voice. 

“Understood!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “It just so happens that I don’t plan to leave the 

imperial capital of Xuanyuan for the next few days! Then I’ll see you in three days!” 

After she finished speaking, Xiao moxue left zhaofu restaurant. 

“If there’s nothing else, I’ll take my leave!” Immortal dugu zang said in a deep voice. 

“Why are you in such a hurry to leave?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

I want to go back immediately and attack heavenly Yin Hall! “Zhu qiuheng has spent more than half of 

the spirit stones of the heavenly Yin Hall!” Dugu zang Xian said. Ao Hanxiao had spent half of Dragon 

God Palace’s spirit stones! This is the best time for me to start a war!” 

“That’s right!” 



that’s right! Chen Xiaobei nodded. if you had made your move earlier, the Dragon God Palace might 

have caught you and reaped the benefits! But now, Dragon God Palace’s own backyard is on fire, so I 

can’t take care of you!” 

“There’s no time to waste, I’ll be leaving now! If there’s anything, contact me by phone. I’ll try my best 

to help you!” Immortal dugu zang said. 

“Alright!” you can contact me if you need anything. I will try my best to help you! Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

After saying that, dugu zang left the scene with han Zicheng and qing bao. 

When Chen Xiaobei first found out about Yang Wenhui and Xu chengshou’s plot, he had considered 

helping dugu zang Xian recover his cultivation. 

However, he didn’t have the chance to do so and he didn’t have the time. 

Now that dugu zang had decided to leave, Chen Xiaobei felt that this woman still regarded nine nether 

platform as more important than friendship! 

It was just like when Chen Xiaobei’s life was in danger at the auction. Dugu zang Xian had no intention of 

protecting Chen Xiaobei in order to protect nine Serenities platform! 

If Chen Xiaobei were to help her recover her cultivation, it would be like planting a time bomb! Chen 

Xiaobei could be injured at any moment! 

If one day, he had to choose between Chen Xiaobei and the nine Serenities platform, dugu zang Xian 

would also choose the nine Serenities platform without hesitation and give up on Chen Xiaobei! Her 

cultivation would become a threat to Chen Xiaobei! 

As the saying goes, one should never have the intention to harm others! One must always be on guard 

against others! 

Chen Xiaobei would never harm dugu zang, but he had to be on guard against him! 

Because this woman was definitely not as simple as she looked on the surface! 

“Sect master, what are your plans after this?” Qiu Ling ‘er said in a deep voice. 

“There’s no one else here, so I won’t hide it from you!” it’s the Xuanyuan family’s Grand elder’s birthday 

in three days! I’m going to bring him a big gift! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“A great congratulatory gift?” Qiu Ling ‘er was stunned and asked, ” “Sect master, don’t you have 

nothing now? Where would there be a big congratulatory gift?” 

“I don’t have one now, but I’ll have one in three days!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled. 

“Sect leader, do you know the ancestor of the Xuanyuan family? Did the other party invite you? Why did 

you give me such a big gift?” Qiu Ling ‘er asked in confusion. 

“We don’t have any friendship, and no one invited me, but I have to send this gift!” Chen Xiaobei said, ” 

because the Xuanyuan family bullied my bei Xuan faction’s disciple! 

this … Qiu Ling ‘er couldn’t help but take a deep breath, and she suddenly realized! 



How was Chen Xiaobei going to give a birthday present? He was clearly looking for trouble! 

Chen Xiaobei was going to cause a ruckus at ancestor Xuanyuan’s birthday party just for a bei Xuan 

faction disciple? This was the same as declaring war on the Xuanyuan family! 

Qiu Ling ‘er did not say anything, but she thought that Chen Xiaobei must have gone crazy! 

Of course, in addition to shock, Qiu Ling ‘er also felt lucky! 

Chen Xiaobei was willing to turn against the Xuanyuan family for a disciple! It was obvious that everyone 

in bei Xuan faction, from the faction leader to the disciples, was extremely United! They were like 

family, taking care of each other and protecting each other! 

Even though Qiu Ling ‘er thought that Chen Xiaobei was too crazy, she was certain that joining bei Xuan 

faction was the best choice! 

“Master! We’re back!” 

After that, Feng Qingyang and the other five disciples returned to zhaofu brothel. 

They left the auction house later to observe the situation. 

the situation hasn’t changed much, ” Feng Qingyang said. the princes and young masters of the top 

forces are all pestering the president of Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce. They want him to capture 

Xu chengshou immediately! The Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce was under great pressure and had 

already sent people over! However, it’s hard to say when we’ll be able to capture Xu chengshou!” 

“They, they definitely won’t be able to catch him!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled. “However, even if 

I can’t catch him, I won’t lose anything!” 

“What? No losses!” Everyone was dumbfounded. 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the infinite space ring from the Meru space and put it on his left index 

finger! 

this … This … Qiu Ling ‘er and the five disciples were dumbfounded. 

I’ve already killed Xu chengshou! I’m the one who took the storage bracelets of the princes! Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

“Heavens … Master! “You’re simply godly …” The five disciples exclaimed in unison. 

sect master … Qiu Ling ‘er swallowed her saliva and said in shock, ” “You’ve really toyed with everyone 

like they were monkeys this time! What respectable kings and emperors, President and Holy Lord, 

they’re all weak in front of you!” 

“Heh, it’s just a small matter, no big deal!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled. it’ll be even more 

explosive after three days! 
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Chen Xiaobei, Qiu Ling ‘er, and the five disciples all entered together. 

Three days later, it would be the Grand elder’s birthday. Chen Xiaobei had to be fully prepared to ensure 

his safety. 

Chen Xiaobei placed the heaven and earth smelt and the chaos Blood Sword in the sunlight box to speed 

up the refining of resources and the upgrade of the chaos Blood Sword! 

At this moment, Xuanyuan tuohai was still refining his body in the blood pool! 

This ” sky killing tyrant body technique ” was extremely overbearing. The only weakness was that it took 

a long time to cultivate. 

The 30 hostages that Chen Xiaobei had captured earlier had been activating the sunlight cache non-stop. 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s body cultivation had been going on for a day and a night, which was more than 1200 

minutes! 

With the sunlight cache’s special ability, it was more than 1200 days! 

However, from the looks of the current situation, it might take even longer for Xuanyuan tuohai to 

complete his body refinement. 

Fortunately, there were still three days left, and Xuanyuan tuohai would definitely be able to complete 

his body refinement. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took Qiu Ling ‘er and the five disciples to the other side. 

“Have the five of you mastered the things that you have learned? If there’s anything you don’t 

understand, you can ask me now!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

no! the five disciples shook their heads and said, ” master went back on his word with bei Xuan faction 

last time and personally guided us! We’ve already understood everything we’ve learned, so we have no 

more doubts!” 

“Very good!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out five billion upper spiritual stones and said, ” “Each of you can take one billion of 

these spiritual stones! You can use it for cultivation, or you can go to the imperial capital of Xuanyuan to 

buy some things that you need!” 

“One … One billion per person?” The five disciples were stunned and stood rooted to the ground. 

One should know that the cash reserve of a main city was only 100 million upper spiritual stones! 

However, Chen Xiaobei gave everyone a billion Yuan! He’s simply rich and willful to the extreme!” 

“Keep it!” 

you’re all my direct disciples! Chen Xiaobei said. you can’t be too shabby when you’re out! In the end, 

didn’t you still embarrass me?” 

yes … the five disciples received one billion upper spiritual stones each and nodded.”We’ll definitely put 

on a show and not embarrass master!” 



“Go!” Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and sent his five disciples out of the verdant Emperor divine gourd. 

…… 

“I’m going to buy some herbs!” “Junior brothers, is there anyone willing to come along?” Feng Qingyang 

asked. 

“I’ll go with eldest senior brother!” “I can also buy some of the poisons needed to raise Gu!” Tai yitan 

said with a smile. 

“I’ll go too!” “Alchemy can’t be done without medicinal herbs!” The imperial capital of Xuanyuan was 

the most majestic city in the earth-god Realm! I should be able to buy some rare medicinal herbs!” 

I can’t … Huo yuanba said.”I have to go to the material market and see if I can buy some precious 

refining materials! If I can buy a human cauldron, that would be even better!” 

“All of you have something to buy! I’m the only one who has nothing to do …” 

master is so biased! All of you have learned special skills, and I’m the only one who has learned the 

astral Beast Battle technique! I’m so bored … Wu aofeng said. 

“With your reckless personality, you won’t be able to learn any of master’s ultimate skills!” “Only 

combat skills are suitable for you!” Feng Qingyang replied. 

of course, master’s techniques are powerful, but I have never fought with anyone before, so no matter 

how powerful they are, they are useless … The Little Whirlwind wanted to slap me in the face, but now 

he has nothing to do. He’s really lonely … 

“Stop joking! You’re coming with me!” I’ll see if there are any suitable materials for you, ” Huo yuanba 

said. I’ll buy them and make an earth-god instrument for you! 

Wu aofeng’s eyes brightened, he nodded and said, ” “Mm! Fourth Junior Brother, you’re the most 

reliable! I’ll follow you!” 

you only know how to take advantage of me … Huo yuanba shook his head helplessly. 

After that, the five disciples split into two groups and went to the medicinal herbs market and the 

materials market respectively. 

…… 

Inside the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

“Sect master, they all have things to do, what should I do?” Qiu Ling ‘er asked, unwilling to be left out. 

“I want you to help me create a formation!” Chen Xiaobei took out nine black metal chains from his 

infinite space ring. 

These nine chains were only as thick as an ordinary person’s arm, but each of them weighed tens of 

thousands of pounds. When they fell to the ground, the ground shook and cracked like a spider web. It 

was even comparable to a small-scale earthquake! 



what is this thing!? Qiu Ling ‘er was shocked and praised, ” “What a powerful spiritual fluctuation! The 

runes on it were also extremely exquisite! These chains … Are definitely not ordinary!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er was a genius in magical formations. She immediately saw that the nine chains were densely 

engraved with countless exquisite runes! 

With Qiu Ling ‘er’s eyes, she could tell at a glance that these runes were extremely exquisite and could 

not be drawn by ordinary people! 

these are the nine chains I found outside the Imperial City’s Treasury when I attacked fire cloud capital 

city! 

“These nine chains are all made of one-star divine-grade metal, the heaven suppressing Black Gold!” The 

runes on it had been carved by ancient Immortals, and they could form a nine-sky sealing lock 

formation! Once the array is activated, it can resist the power of a one-star heaven immortal!” 

“Heaven … Heaven immortal grade metal!” Qiu Ling ‘er couldn’t help but swallow her saliva and said in 

surprise, ” “What does sect master want me to do?” 

“I want you to help me modify this nine sky sealing lock great array!” 

“Originally, these nine heaven suppressing chains could only passively defend!” Just like a shield, it could 

only wait for the enemy to attack! Now, I want you to help me modify it into a sealing array that can 

attack on its own!” 

a defensive array, changed to a sealing array? ” 

Qiu Ling ‘er frowned slightly, thought for a moment, and then suddenly exclaimed, ” “Sect leader! This 

idea of yours is simply too good! A normal heaven immortal level formation must have thousands of 

runes and be set up in a large area. More importantly, you can’t carry the formation with you!” 

“But with these nine heaven suppressing chains, you can bring the formation with you at all times! Once 

the special ability was activated, it could seal all enemies below the celestial immortal realm! That’s 

equivalent to having a heaven immortal artifact!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er was very smart and immediately understood Chen Xiaobei’s intention! 

Originally, the nine heaven sealing lock formation was engraved on the nine heaven suppressing chains. 

It could not be used to attack and could only be used for defense! However, once the nine sky-sealing 

spatial lock spell was transformed into a sealing Dharma array, anyone below the level of a heaven 

immortal would be sealed! 

With these nine chains, Chen Xiaobei had an extra heaven-immortal instrument! 

“Right! That’s what I’m thinking!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, ” “With your abilities, do you have any way to fulfill my expectations?” 


